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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in

from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending

this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If

you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we

will get your problem addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the

problems/solutions involved.

WSTIMS DOS Scoring Program Officially Retired
Dave Clark issued the following statement today, passing the torch to WSTIMS for

Windows to be the official scoring program for all USA-WS sanctioned tournaments.

“The "New" WSTIMS for Windows scoring program (WfW), developed by Dave Allen

of MA, has been in official usage now for the past two seasons, and has now proven itself

to cover all AWSA tournament scoring.  It has been adopted by the majority of AWSA

scorers over these past two seasons.

Consequently, the DOS WSTIMS Scoring program, which I originally developed back in

the 1980's, and which has been used as the foundation for AWSA tournament scoring

since then -- with evolutionary modifications along the way -- is now finally being

officially retired, following the 2012 nationals and the beginning of the 2013 Ski Year.

The transition period we've been going through for the past two seasons, where scorers

have been allowed to learn to use the new WfW program at their own pace, is now at an

end -- we don't need to maintain two separate programs to do the same thing.”

We all owe Dave Clark a large amount of gratitude and a debt that can only be paid back

in “Thank You’s”, for his perseverance and dedication for 30 plus years of service to all

of the scorers, tournament sponsors and skiers with the WSTIMS DOS scoring program.

He set the bar high and now we can all look forward to a new era in scoring our

tournaments and the growth of our sport.

2013 Tournament Templates
Just a reminder on the 2013 tournament templates that are available today for use in

scoring tournaments after the Nationals. These templates are now updated with the new

age divisions for those moving up to a new age division for the 2013 ski season. If you

will be scoring a tournament and have already pulled your tournament template, you will

need to download it again so that the updated information will be effective for your

tournament. If you ignore this warning you will create problems in the Ranking List and

not be very popular with the affected skiers and your regional Seeding representative!

Version 1.0.1.59 is available for download and has the following updates

and fixes to the processing:



2013 NOPS Tables
This version contains the 2013 NOPS tables for all sanctions with the “13” prefix. This

will apply the correct NOPS values to the skiers’ scores in all three events and you should

update this version ASAP for scoring your tournaments going forward.

Officials Work Assignments
Dave continues to improve this very important section of the program. Keep in mind that

keying in the first few letters of the officials position will allow the auto fill function to

complete this cell for you. Key in the first few letters of the last name and press “enter”

and you will see that section of the officials list so you can find and then “double click”

on the name and it will be placed in the cell, along with the other information needed by

the program to complete the OD file. Then when you press “enter”, the cursor will go to

the next line in the “officials position” cell ready for your next entry.

Trick & Jump Summary
An error in the processing was preventing an update after using the “RO” (runoff) section

to break ties for awards type tournaments (State, Regionals and Nationals etc). This has

been corrected.

Limit Flips In Tricks
Changed the processing to only allow 6 flips in class L & R Trick events to meet the

IWWF standards. This will not affect class C Trick events for AWSA which does not

limit the number of flips that a skier can perform.

Elimination and Head to Head Running Orders
We found some minor processing errors (Dave said “dad gummit”) in this function

during the Big Dawg tournament and Dave is working on this and should have a

resolution shortly to make this completely functional. When it is complete, we will put a

“How To Use” article in a forthcoming newsletter.


